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We show that if Xi is a stationary sequence for which S,,/B, converges to a finite non zero 
random variable of constant sign, where S,, = X, + Xz + l 9 . +X,, and B, is a sequence of constants, 
then B, is regularly varying with index 1. If in addition c P(IXI[ > B,) is finite, then EIXI( is finite, 
and if in addition to this Xi satisfies an asymptotic independence condition, E X1 f 0. 
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Let Xi, i 2 1, be stationary random variables, each with distribution F not 
degenerate at 0, and let S, = X1 +X2+ l l l +X,. For the case when the Xi are 
independent, nonnegative, and have a continuous distribution, Khintchine [ 1 I] 
proved that if there are constants B, + +OO for which S,/B, converges almost surely 
to a finite positive constant, then ElXl c +oo (X is any r.v. with distribution F). This 
extension of the law of large numbers hows in effect hat if there is a sequence B, for 
which SJ& converges a.s. to a finite non zero constant, then B, must be asymp- 
totically a multiple of n. 
Later, Chow and Robbins [2] removed the restrictions of nonnegativity and 
continuity from Khintchine’s result, which thus holds for general iid random 
variables. A different proof of Chow and Robbins’ result occurred in [ 133 during the 
proof of the following complementary result: if S,JB,, converges to a finite nonzero 
constant a.s. for some B, + +a~, then IE X( > 0. (Here the Xi are still iid, and E X is 
defined since E/Xl c +OO by Chow and Robbins’ result.) We note that this result also 
follows from the fact that Sn is recurrent when Elxf c +OO and E X = 0 [3]. 
Tanny [ 191 gives a stationary sequence for which n-l& * 0 a.s. but EIX( = +a. By 
adding the constant 1 to these Xi, we obtain a stationary sequence with n-‘S, + 1 a.s., 
but EIX] = +OO. This shows that there is no true generalization of the Khiptchine- 
Chow-Robbins result, and that, from the almost sure convergence of l&/B,, the 
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convergence of the series C P(lXl > &) cannot be deduced, in general. This deduc- 
tion, which is trivial in the independence case by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, can be 
made more generally with the aid of a generalized Borel-Cantelli Lemma, e.g., by 14, 
Theorems 1.1, 1.21. 
What we show in the present paper is that the Khintchine-Chow-Robbins result 
holds in the stationary case if the convergence of c P(lXl> Bn) is presupposed. 
Furthermore in this case only the convergence in probability of S&3,, not neces- 
sarily to a constant, but possibly to a finite non zero random variable of constant sign, 
need be assumed. The question then arises as to whether the result (E Xl > 0 also 
holds under these conditions. We show that this is so, provided an asymptotic 
independence condition is imposed on the sequence Xi. 
The results just mentioned are given in Theorem 2. In Theorem 1, we give some 
prerequisites for the proof of Theorem 2 which involve the regular variation of the 
norming sequence B,. These generalize acorresponding result of Rogozin [IS] for 
the independence case, when S,,/ B, converges in probability to a nonzero constant. 
(This is known as the relative stabiliv of Sm.) Following the statement of Theorem 1) a 
type of asymptotic independence due to Ibragimov is introduced, prior to stating 
Theorem 2. Apart from this nothing is assumed but the stationarity of the Xi. 
All proofs are given in the following section. We use the notation [x] for the integer 
part of x. 
Theorem 1. Suppose there is a sequence B, with B,, > 0, Bn + +m, for which 
SJB, +‘q or SJB, -*’ -q, where P(0 c TJ c +OO) = 1. ‘I’hen B, is regularly varying 
with index 1, i.e. B&B, + A for h > OF and B JBL + 1 for a sequence Bk satisfying 
n[UX,+&X,)- II+ 1. 
Theorem 1 inay be compared with [S, Theorem 18.1.11, where it is shown that if Xi 
. is a stationary strong mixing sequence with (SJB,) - A, converging in distribution 
to a nondegenerate random variable X, then X is necessarily stable with index cr, and 
B,, satisfies Bnk/ B, + k *‘a for each integer k 3 1. This property of Bn is weaker than 
th,e property of regular variation with index l/cw of B,, taken according to the 
definition of [l, 61, which is what we use in Theorem 1. 
Since they start from a weaker assumption of conver&ce in distribution, 
Ibragimov and Linnik need to assume the strong mixing of the sequence. We do not 
assume any asymptotic independence condition in Theorem 1, but for one of the 
conclusions of our next theorem we require a certain rate of decrease to zero of the 
dependence oefficient between Xi and Xj (c.f. for example [9]) defined as 
#(si, sj) = SUP ess SUP (P(B I9,,)-P(B)1 
l3”9j 
where si is the a-algebra generated by Xi* We also let p(n) = SUpi +(9i, $i+m). 
Theorem 2. Suppose there is a sequence B, with B, ~0, I?, --, +Q for which 
SJB, +’ q or SJB, +’ -7, where P(O< q < +m) = 1. Suppose also that C P(lXl> 
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Bn)< 4-00. Then ElXl c +W If in addition C p”*(n) < +a, dzen IE XI > 0, and 
BJn + c for some c > 0. 
As an application of our theorems we can prove: if S,,/ B, *’ f q, ElXi ‘+‘< +oo for 
some 6 > 0, and c p I’*(n) < +a, then E X # 0. This follows since, by the regular 
variation, B,,/n ““+6) + +OO, while C P(lXl > n I’(*+*)) < +OO if ElXl’+‘< +OO. Hence 
c P(lXl > B,) < +OO and E X # 0 by Theorem 2. We note that this result is false in the 
case 6 = 0, since even under independence, it is possible to have SJB, -,’ i 1, 
ElXl< +a, and E X = 0, as is shown by an example of Rogozin [ 151. 
2. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to consider only the case S,/ B, +’ +q, the other case 
being obtained similarly. If k > 1 is an integer and E > 0, then by stationarity 
f+ F +-•.+ ; j = 1 i=n+l i=(k-l)n+l )X,-ktl >E I 1 
> Ek-l 
I 
kn 
c Xi-r) > Ek-’ 
i=(k-l)n+l I 1 
~kP([B,‘Sn-II)>Ek-‘)-,O, as n++% 
SO S,,,J B, -+’ k+ Since SJBnk +’ 7, it is easy to see that Bnk/B, + k. NOW let 
h = p/9 be rational, where p > 0, q > 0, and let [x] denote the integer part of x, so that 
[x]~x<[x]+l. It is easy to see that [n/q]p4+z~]+n/q]p+p, so [nA]= 
[n/q]p + r, where - 1 G IS p. Consider, if r # 0, 
W9b+r 
c xi 
& = S[m/9lp+r= %/9IP + i=[m/9Jp+l 
4n/crlp BI n/9b BW9lP Btnlslp 
=p 7j +0(l), 
since the last series above has the same distribution as SI+ the sum of only a fimte 
number of the Xi. We thus have BlnA] - B[n/qlp and we can similarly show that 
Bn - BLn/919p so by what we established above for integers, 
BWJ _ &&Jg _ BCm/91p 4m/9 1 
Bm &m/919 hd91 Bin/919 
+p/q=h. 
In order to extend this from rational h > 0 to all h > 0, we proceed by showing 
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Suppose this does not hold, so there is an a # 1 and a sequence AiTl - for which 
lim inf n BlnAi#, 3 a as i + -too. Thus there is for each i a sequence ?& = a&#) and 
constants ai -, a such that Bt,,JBflk --, ai as k + +a. Assume first that a > 1, fix 
c >O, and choose 6 so small that 2S(a-‘+s)<E(l-a-‘-e). Note that 
P{S~,~~~J/B”* > q +23}=P{SH, -(Snk -S~~*A~])-(~ *25)B,,I 
s P(S,,IB,, > q+ 8) + P(S”, - S[n&] < -S&, )* 
For each i S, 1 the right-hand side of this converges to zero when Ik + + 
Snk/& 3’ q, and also because, by stationarity, 
ml, - slnkAil c -CiB,,) s P(&~+AI < 0) 
= P(Snr--[n,A,]/Bn*[ILA,) ~O)-,P(Q co) = O, 
since & - [nkhi] 23 nk(l -hi) + +m when k * +a. 
However, if k and i are large enough for &JSt,LA,~ s al’ + ie s a-’ + E, 
3 P&t~A,]I~[tskA, I - rl ’ -r)( I- Q --I_&) 
+28(a-I+&)} 
+1-P(qsO)=l (eO+), 
where we used the inequality P(A n B) 3 P(A) - 1 + P(B), and the fact that --E( I- 
a -’ - E) + 2S(a-’ + E) c 0. This contradiction shows that a s 1. 
Now let E > 0 be a rational number and assume i is so large that 06 I- Ai C 6. 
CkHrly nk -[&hi] 6 nk(l -hi) + 1 s [&&I+ 2, SO there are integers Z& = tk(i), 0 s 
zk =G [nk&], for which n k - [FZkAi] = [Ilk&] - & + 2. By taking a further subsequence if 
necessary, we can assume that zk converges, possibly to +os, as k + +m. Using what 
we proved for rational E, we have for 6 >O 
=P(qrS/~)+o(l) (k-,+m) 
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because P(S,, < -sS,,) -,O if zk is bounded, while P(S,, s -S&,) s 
P&/B,, < 0) -+ P(q G 0) = 0 if zk + +a. Thus, in the inequality 
we deduce, on letting k + +m, that the left-hand side has lim supk++, G P(q > S/E). 
Since q is a proper random variable, P( q > S/z ) --) 0 ;as e + 0+ through the rationals, 
so we obtain, by a similar argument as before, that a 3 1. We thus arrive at a = 1, a 
contradiction. 
To complete the proof, define a function R by R(x) = &,I, x z= 1, and an 
application of [17, Theorem 21 shows then that R is weakly regularly varying with 
index 1. Thus B&& + h as n + +OO for A > 0, which is the required regular 
variation of B,. It follows further from [l, 61 that there is a sequence Bk -B,, with 
n(B;+*lB:, - II-) 1, which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The first part of the proof is a modification of Chow and 
Robbins’ argument. If lim sup n -*B, < +a, then c P(iXl> B,) c +OO implies 
C P(iXl> n)< +a~, so ElXl< 3-00. If lim sup n-‘B, = +a, define cy, by n-lam = 
maxlsjsm i_‘Bj, SO Cy” 2 B,, QI,, = Bnk for some sequence &, and C P(iXI > QI,,) < +a0. 
Now we apply the following lemma which is a modification of Feller’s arguments [S]. 
Lemma 1. Let X, be a stationary process for which 2 P(lXl> a,,) < +w, where a,, 
is a positive nondecreasing sequence. If lim inf a2,/a,, > 2”2, then S,, - 
Cy==l E(Y,(Xi-1, . . . , Xl) =o(a,) a.s., where Yi denotes Xi truncated at *ai. If 
n-‘a,f+m, then &/an +‘O. 
Proof. LetT,= Y1+Yz+ l * l + Yn. Since P(Xi # yiio) = 0, as a result of C P([X,I > 
a,) C +oO and the ordinary Borel-Cantelli Lemma, it is easy to see that T, -S, = 
o(a,) a.s. Consider the martingale Cy= 1 ai’ (Yi - Fi), where pi = 
E( yilXi_~, . . l 9 Xl). By Lo&e [12, p. 531 Cial ai’ ( Yi - p,) will converge a.s. if 
ZI ial ai ‘2E( Yi -pi)2 converges, and then S,, -Cy= 1 pi = o(a,) a.s. will follow from 
the Kronecker Lemma. But clearly 
C af2E(Yi-pi)2S C af2E(Yi)2= C ai u2 dP(X,, c u) 
ial iSI i31 
and the last series is finite as in [S] provided xkzl a i2 = O(ia y2), and the latter holds, 
according to [S, footnote p. 2591, if lim inf a2,/a, > 21’2. This proves the first part of 
the lemma. By Markov’s inequality, if E > 0, 
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and the last term converges to zero as in [5], the only requirements being that Q, is 
nondecreasing, n -l~,~+~,and~P(IX,I>a,:<+~.Thusa,l Cy=l gi +PO,soby 
tke first part of the proof, a,%, +‘O. 
Applying this lemma with a, in place of u&z-‘c,T+uo as a result o’d’ 
lim sup n-93, = +a~), we have $/a,, -jp 0, so S,,/B,, +‘O, which is impossible 
since 7 # 0. Hence we prove the first part of Theorem 2. 
We now prove the second part of Theorem 2. At this stage, we assume 
nCBn+l/Bn - l]+ 1; this involves only a change of notation, since by Theorem 1 
there is a sequence Sk with B,JBk + 1 satisfying n[Bk+JBL - l)+ 1; and clearly, 
S,/BL +’ * 7. The first step is to prove that lim inf nB,’ (A(&)( > 0, where A(x) = 
j;[l-F(u)-F(-u)]d f u or x > 0. Assume this does not hold, so there is a sequence 
rti++OO 
s:,=x; 
for which niB,‘A(B,,)+O, and let X denote Xi truncated at *B”, and 
+x;+**a +Xz. We calculate a bounc on E(Sh)’ as follows: 
E(S:)2 = i E(X32+2 i i E(Xi”X”) 
i = 1 i=l j=i+l 
=nV(B,)+2 i z E(XyXy) 
i=l j=i+l 
where we put E(Xy)2 = j-“;; u2dF(u)= WB,). By[9, Lemma 1.1.71, 
IE(X1X;)-(EX1;(EX;)I~2~1’2(y, 3)V(B”). 
Also, since 
I 
4 
EXF= udFb)=A(B,)-B,,[l-F(B,)-F(-B,)], 
-& 
and since 
as 
so 
In[l-F(B,)-F(-B,)]1~n[l-F(B,)+F(-~3~)]=0(1) 
a result of the convergence of C P([X( > B,), we hai-e 
E(Xr)E(Xr) = [E(XF)12 = A’(B,)+o(n-*Bf,)[l + nBi’ (A(B,,)l] 
that 
I 
i i E(X;X;) G 
i=l j=i+l I 
s n(n - 1)A2(B,h+o(Bz)[1 + nB,’ (A(B,& 
+ 2 V(B,) f n,!’ 4 1’2( %i, $“+j) 
izl j=l 
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Thus, letting c = 2 c p”‘(j), which is convergent by assumption, 
Since B,, is regularly varying with index 1 and is nondecreasing, a simple deduction 
fro;n [ 18, EX 2.3, p. 871 is that Cjzn By* - n-‘Bz, which means, just as in the proof of 
Lemma 1, that c By’ V( Bj) converges. Thus if e > 0 and n is large enough, . 
e>. x B;“V(Bj)s V(Bn) C By*-nB,*V(Bn), 
jan j2n 
or nS,*V(B,)+O. Rerprning to the sequence ni for which niBii’A(Bni) + 0, we see 
from the above calculat’ion that Bi,?E(Sai)* + 0. But now we have by Fatou’s lemma 
and the fact that (clearly) SLIB, -, ‘+ q, 
I 
cx, 
Eq= u dP(+u)= P(qau)du= lim P(Sk, 2 uBai) du 
0 i++oO 
I 
43 
G lim inf 
i-b+a3 o 
P(Shi 3 UBni) du 
I 
do 
GS+liminf P(SLi 2 uBn,) du (8 > 0) 
i-+a0 s 
P 
< 6 +lim inf Bii2 E(Sk,)* J u-* du i++oO (Chebychev) s 
Here S > 0 is arbitrary, so we must have E q = 0. This is impossible, so we have 
established that lim inf nB,’ IA(B,,)I > 0. (Incidentally, we use the assumption 
c p”*(j) < +OO only in the proof of this inequality.) 
Now we show that A is a slowly varying function. Clearly there is an pz+ 1 for 
which lA(B,)I :, 0 and Bn+l G (1 + &)B,,, if n 3 no, where E > 0. If x > B, choose 
n = n(x) 3 no SO that Bn c x s Bn+l, which means 
’ [l-F(u)-F(-u)]du/A(B,) 
= 1 +O{nP(lXl> B,)/nB,‘(A(B,,))}= 1+0(l), 
since nP(lXi > Bn) + 0 while lim inf nB,’ IA( > 0. Thus IAcx)l- (A(B and 
IA(x)1 > 0 for x large enough. Since A is continuous, this means A > 0 or A < 0 for x 
large enough. Assume A > 0, since the other case can be dealt with similarly. An 
argument just like the above then shows that A(hB,) - A(B,) if k > 1; thus we can 
apply [16, Theorem B] to conclude that A is slowly varying. 
It is a well known property of slow variation that A(uB,)/A(B”) + 1 uniformly on 
compact intervals bounded away from 0 and +OO, so we can choose no so large that 
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A(B,,)/A(uB,,) s 2 if UE [l, 21 and n 3 no. We have already assumed that 
M,+r/& - l]+ 1, so we also have Bn+JB,,G2, nB,‘A(B,)Ec>O, and 
n[&+&, - l] < 2 if n 2 no. Now choose x0 so that A(x) > 0 if x a x0, and note that 
G~c-’ 1 P(lXlS B,)n [Bn+“sndU 
n*no 1 
Hence lim sup llog A(x)1 < +a, so there can be no sequence Xi + +a for which 
A(xi) + 0; this means E X > 0. It is easy to conclude now from the ergodic theorem 
that Bn - cn for some c > 0. 
Remarks. (i) Our proof of Lemma 1 above is similar to that of Heyde and Seneta [7] 
which also extends the result of Lbeve quoted in Lemma 1. Cohn [4] gave a strong 
law for Sn under the condition C p1’2(n) c +a; see also McLeish [ 143 and his 
references. 
(ii) A result closely related to the second part of Theorem 2 is given by Kesten 
ilO], who shows that lim inf n -‘Sn > 0 on the set {S, + +m}. His methods are quite 
different to ours. 
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